THERMAL PRINTER LABELS

**ITEM #6249**

4” REPEAT
4” WIDE BACKING

HAS REORDER TAB FOR LTC Rxs

DIE A-269 (FRONT SIDE)
DIE A-270 (BACK SIDE)
STOCK ITEM #5905

* DOTTED LINES INDICATE BACKSIDE CUT

**ITEM #6275**

4-3/8” REPEAT
3-7/8” WIDE BACKING

HAS REORDER TAB FOR LTC Rxs

DIE A-277 (FRONT SIDE)
DIE A-278 (BACK SIDE)

* DOTTED LINES INDICATE BACKSIDE CUT

**ITEM #6073**

8-1/2” REPEAT
4” WIDE BACKING

FOR RETAIL PRESCRIPTIONS

DIE A-393
STOCK ITEM #5963

**ITEM #6075B**

8-1/2” REPEAT
3-1/8” WIDE BACKING

FOR RETAIL PRESCRIPTIONS

DIE A-289B
STOCK ITEM #5886

**ITEM #6001**

4” REPEAT
3-7/8” WIDE BACKING

HAS REORDER TAB FOR LTC Rxs

DIE A-195 (FRONT SIDE)
DIE A-196 (BACK SIDE)
STOCK ITEM #5895

* DOTTED LINES INDICATE BACKSIDE CUT

**ITEM #6215**

5-1/8” REPEAT
4-1/8” WIDE BACKING

FOR RETAIL PRESCRIPTIONS

DIE A-266
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